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FRIDAY 17TH JUNE 10.15AM-11.30AM 

SESSION ONE 

PANEL A 

AHRC Il luminat ing the  Past  Presents :  Beyond Gothic  Glass  

1. Oliver Fearon (University of York) - ‘I will that a knoleche be sought’: The 

patronage of heraldic displays for English houses c.1490-1540  

 

This paper discusses the intellectual and artistic preparations that preceded the making of 

large-scale heraldic glazing projects for the houses of the "lesser gentry" in England 

between 1490-1540. With the increased stratification of gentry society in the fourteenth 

and fifteenth century England, new, socially-aspirant families emerged that used heraldry 

as a means of self-representation.
 
These, once, simple armorial signs, previously carried 

in battle by the knights of Plantagenet England, grew into complex visual indexes as they 

were appropriated to document their patrons' genealogical histories. During this period, 

many families commissioned and installed heraldic windows in their homes, to 

meticulously and diagrammatically chart their ancestral roots. By examining some of the 

challenges that these families overcame during the commissioning of these windows, this 

paper makes some preliminary conclusions about the ways pre- modern families 

experienced heraldic displays in their daily lives. For instance, the paper examines the 

potentially lengthy process of genealogical research that could precede fenestration, as 

indicated by such requirements in fifteenth-century wills.
 
Secondly, we will probe the 

strategies used by patrons for describing heraldry to glaziers, with reference to a 

surviving preliminary sketch for a window.
 
Finally, the examination contextualises these 

findings with a case study of twenty-four windows from Fawsley Hall in 

Northamptonshire, currently housed in The Burrell Collection.  

 

2. Jack Wilcox  (University of Kent) - ‘O Radix Jesse’: The Iconography of 

Tree of Jesse Window 

 

Created under the aegis of Abbot Suger at Saint-Denis, the design of the Tree of Jesse 

window in the c.1140s quickly became one of the most widespread, enduring, and 



recognizable of all Gothic glass programmes. The reasons for its success as an 

iconographic type are in need of clarification. Through its deceptively simple design, the 

Tree of Jesse window conveys numerous complex biblical ideas in a clear and memorable 

format. In addition to its essential role as an explication of Isaiah and the coming of the 

Messiah in Christ, the Tree of Jesse serves as an intricate illustration of multiple layers of 

Christological history. While relying on the use of decorative images to draw in and 

inspire the masses, the content of Suger's windows also reflects the changing theological 

values of his time. Moreover, the prominent position of the Virgin as a queen is 

indicative of the growing interest in her cult. This paper will address the deeper political 

significance and royal symbolism of the invention and diffusion of the Tree of Jesse in 

Gothic windows.  

 

3. Bahar Badiee (University of Kent) - Orsi: Coloured Windows of Iran 

 

In western literature Persian stained glass doors and windows (Orsi) and their 

occasionally significant role in traditional Iranian architecture as a cultural, environmental 

and artistically important element are missing. Unlike medieval western architecture, 

where stained glass (also known by the more technically correct name of painted glass) is 

seen as largely occidental and heavily embellished with iconography within a Christian 

context, it served a wider purpose in Iranian architecture that is rarely explored. Today, 

little is known about the history of Orsi and research conducted in the area of Orsi 

remains inadequate. Orsi doors and windows are made of wood grated panels, filled with 

pieces of colored glass known as Shisheh-Alvaan.  

This research explores Orsi doors and windows as an architectural element of traditional 

urban Iranian design. The main objective of the research is to discover the Orsi 

integrated space and its relevance to climatic effects within the Safavid era (1502-1736 

AD). Understanding historical events that took place during the Safavid dynasty and the 

technological advances that appeared within that time period will help us identify the 

architectural design revolution that swept over major Iranian cities from the 15
th

century 

onward. While the modern perception of Orsi doors and windows remain the same, the 

rationale behind its adaptation to Persian architecture remains a mystery. Persian stained 

glass became an important element of Persian architecture. The design of the Persian 

stained glass was contrasted markedly with traditional and western methods of stained 



glass making and presented a new approach to sacred, artistic and functional Iranian 

spatial design.  

This research is based on visual records of the physical environments and scenes, 

documented in travel journals, written by western travellers to Safavid Iran (e.g. Adam 

Olearius). This research is not meant to be a scientific analysis of climatic data, but rather 

a historic exploration of major climatic and historic events that perhaps motivated a new 

climatic vernacular design approach in Iran.  

During the Sfavid period, Orsi was designed in a variety of configurations and patterns in 

order to serve different structural purposes within a building. Orsi windows provided 

comfortable interior temperatures, shade, controlled natural light, heat insulation and 

natural ventilation. But they also became a valuable artistic and decorative feature. The 

emergence of Orsi in Iran is thought to have been sometime during the 15
th 

century; a 

vague assumption that remains a theory due to a lack of architectural documentation 

from the early days of what became known as modern Iran (1502-1925 AD). 

PANEL B 

BOOK CULTURE IN TUDOR ENGLAND 

This panel considers methods for reconstructing book culture in provincial society by 

looking at different kinds of evidence: wills and inventories, extant annotated books and, 

regional patronage and administrative networks. It considers the social range of books 

owners, assesses evidence for the reconstruction of reading practices and juxtaposes this 

consumption of printed material with other kinds of texts that such readers might have 

generated or been familiar with.  

 

1. Nicole Perry (Canterbury Christ Church) - Interpreting reading practices 

in a Tudor Primer 

 

I will be discussing the changing uses of religious primers for private devotion during the 

16th century, focusing specifically on one from the CCA archives (W/S-10-3). This 

particular primer shows evidence of Reformation damage when changes needed to be 

made to some of the verses to move the text away from Catholicism. The way this is 

done implies that the changes were forced and the owner may have agreed with the 

Reformation in public but not in private, showing how state intervention into private 



devotion affected individual readers. There is also a large amount of marginalia in the 

text from at least four different owners, and two of these are likely to be librarians due to 

the presence of a “Canterbury chapter library” stamp. One of them appears multiple 

times inside the text and is using it for personal devotion by linking other religious texts, 

such as the English Psalter, to verses inside the primer by copying phrases. Even though 

it has moved from a private owner to a collection it is still being used in a personal 

manner. The name and handwriting of another earlier owner appears to develop through 

the text as if he has grown up with it. This would mean that the text also had more of a 

practical than devotional use, such as education.  

 

2. Lorraine Flisher (Canterbury Christ Church) - Books and Book 

Ownership: Contextualising the mental world of readers in Cranbrook, 

Kent and its neighbourhood, 1570-1660 

 

This paper will examine the impact of printed books on the political, religious and 

intellectual culture of Cranbrook’s neighbourhood in the period 1570-1660. Print 

facilitated new forms of polemical debate and gave rise to the development of public 

opinion. It also played a significant role in the construction of religious, political and 

provincial identities and how readers related to the wider world. The prevalence of Bible 

ownership from across the social hierarchy, recorded in inventories and wills, will be 

considered within the context of a serious Protestant ‘godly’ commitment to become 

familiar with the ‘word of God’ through Bible reading and study. The incidence of Bible 

ownership and religious texts is indicative of high levels of religious non-conformity in 

this part of the Weald, in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Moreover, 

the increasing quantity of cheap print as ‘small books’ in the form of chapbooks, ballads, 

news, almanacs and histories, sold to ordinary readers gives rise to questions about the 

meaning of new ideas, knowledge and increasing literacy at all levels of society. Evidence 

of books and book ownership in Cranbrook’s neighbourhood also hints at professional 

and intellectual readers in this period, which provides a scholarly interpretation of 

knowledge within provincial society. Finally we will consider the methodological and 

interpretative challenges for the historian of contextualising book ownership and 

readership in this period.  

 



3. Claire Bartram (Canterbury Christ Church) - ‘Gentle Reader’: Patronage 

and Authorial Pretension in Elizabethan Administration 

 

The paper considers the ways in which new writers and readers become visible when we 

review bodies of bureaucratic paperwork from the early modern period. The extensive 

paper-trails generated by big projects such as the renovation of Dover Harbour in the 

1580s provide valuable insight into a rich textual culture and give us access to reading 

practices and the consumption of printed books in ways that other kinds of evidence 

cannot. These paper-trails make us think, as Adam Smyth does in his work on 

autobiography, about intertextuality and the permeability of genre boundaries. Despite 

current resistance in the field, these texts also invite us to revisit ideas of authorship and 

authorial identity in a patronage-driven culture. This paper focuses on the writings of one 

John Tooke, a mariner of Dover and examines how his involvement in the Dover repairs 

together with his reading of works in print and manuscript informed his writing of a 

history of the harbour.  

	

PANEL C 

Remedying Perspectives on Medical History 

1. Evana Downes (Kent) - Tracking the evolution of Scapegoating during Pre-

Modern Plague Epidemics 

 

Since the ‘cultural turn’ of the 1970s, historians have frequently emphasised the social 

and cultural significance of pre-modern rites of violence. Natalie Zeeman-Davis has 

commented that community-led violence asserted against certain marginal groups 

frequently held ‘a kind of system or sense’ to those engaged in it; studying such 

manifestations of aggression allows the historian to contextualise and better understand 

the intricacies of pre-modern mentality.  This paper will investigate the evolution of 

European cultures of scapegoating from the medieval to the early modern period, using 

frequent outbreaks of plague as its prism. In doing so, it will seek to determine what 

‘system or sense’ ruled the targeting of specific groups at a time in which the true cause 

of plague was only imperfectly understood. It will use a variety of anthropological, 

literary, and historical sources to do so. The paper will begin by discussing contemporary 

theories of how plague was introduced to Europe and subsequently spread, tracking the 

progression of such ideas from the medieval to the early modern period. Next, it will 



identify and track similarities and differences between the various groups accused of 

causing or prolonging outbreaks, from the persecution of Jewish populations during the 

Black Death to later accusations of plague-spreading levied against early modern hospital 

workers, women, and foreigners. In attempting to trace and decipher such examples of 

early modern prejudice, the paper will ultimately seek to delve deeper into the intricacies 

of early modern mentalities and cultures of reasoning in the face of biological 

catastrophe.  

 

2. Hillary Burgardt (Winchester) - Problems in the Categorization of Epilepsy in 

Medieval Europe 

 

While today we know that epilepsy is a disorder caused by a number of physical 

problems, injuries, or deficiencies in the brain, medieval physicians and healing 

practitioners failed to come to a clear consensus on whether “the falling sickness” was a 

physical, psychological, or divine illness. Medieval medicine is inherently complex as 

diseases could be caused by spiritual shortcomings as easily as they could be caused by 

environmental factors; but, frequently there is a clear consensus of whether the disease is 

an affliction of the body, mind, or soul.  Epilepsy, however, occupies a confusing place 

of being a divine illness, a reaction to injury, a typical risk for adolescents, equated with 

demon possession by some, and even akin to lunacy.  Victims of demon possession ‘fell 

down’ in much the same way as those who were thought to have too much phlegm 

pooling in their brains. Even in the cases of humoral imbalance there were many 

potential causes both physical and psychological for a disease like epilepsy. Was it 

something the sufferer ate? Or was it the weather? Or the moon causing him to seize? 

This paper will attempt to explicate these discrepancies and discuss ways to address the 

problem of the complex categorization and definition of medieval epilepsy.  

 

3. Richard Johnson (Loughborough) - ‘If any be surprized that we have spoken 

nothing of Pain’: Rethinking Pain and Surgery in Early Modern England 

 

Popular narratives of early modern surgery often concentrate on the idea that before the 

advent of anaesthesia and antiseptics, the majority of surgical patients suffered exquisite 

torture. Established medical historiographies have tended to present surgeons as 

unlearned tradesmen, who needlessly performed invasive operations using unsterilised 



instruments with no empathy for the unanaesthetised patient’s welfare. Although recent 

historical scholarship has explored the place of pain and emotion in pre-modern surgery, 

critics have focused exclusively on the development of a culture of emotional 

detachment which, by the end of the eighteenth century, was deemed necessary for the 

practice of operative surgery. Medical historians have given little consideration to the 

emphasis upon physical restraint and emotional sophistication in seventeenth-century 

surgical writings, including how surgeons described, understood, and controlled pain in 

their patients’ bodies. Physical hurt was the central component of surgical theory and 

practice because surgeons paid close attention to pain as a diagnostic tool and as a 

condition that shaped surgical treatment and technique. Challenging the conventional 

stereotype of the ignorant sawbones, most early modern surgeons acted with caution, 

sympathising with their patients and always seeking to minimise their pain and suffering. 

This paper will examine how the surgeon’s scope for post-trauma care was more 

complex and uninvasive than merely incision, amputation, and suturing. Paying close 

attention to how seventeenth-century surgical treatises and casebooks portrayed 

surgeons’ nuanced understanding of their patients’ bodies in pain, this paper argues that 

early modern surgical practitioners used a variety of internal and external remedies that 

offered an alternative to the scalpel.     

	

FRIDAY 17TH JUNE: 11.50AM-1PM 

SESSION TWO 

PANEL A  

AHRC Il luminat ing the Past  Presents :  Pic tur ing Gothic  
 

1. Roísín Astell (Jesus College, Oxford) - Visualising the Visionary: Artistic 

Transmission and Adaptation in BnF MS Lat 14410 

 

For the last twenty years, scholars have been enticed by the fascinating and other-wordily 

illuminated manuscripts depicting Saint John’s visionary journey in the Book of 

Revelation.  Since the influential work undertaken at the beginning of the twentieth 

century by Paul Meyer and Léopold Delisle in L’Apocalypse en Français au XIIIe siècle, many 

scholars have devoted their work to understanding the phenomenon that was the 

English Apocalypse Manuscript tradition. The thirteenth century saw a surge in the 

popularity of the Apocalypse manuscript, with countless books being produced. Despite 



the numerous studies on these types of manuscripts, many have overlooked those 

produced across the channel in France during the same period. This paper will aim to 

recontextualise a peculiar late thirteenth-century French Apocalypse (MS. Lat 14410), 

which was owned by the Abbey of Saint-Victor in Paris. Whilst being a part of this 

developing Apocalypse pictorial tradition, MS. Lat 14410 is atypical in its style, 

iconography, and in the structure of its narrative. By exploring the Saint-Victor 

Apocalypse in detail, this paper seeks to illuminate the relationship between French and 

English Apocalypse manuscripts, as well as opening a dialogue into understanding of 

artistic transmission, manuscript production, patronage, and theology of the Gothic era. 

 

2. Amy Jeffs (Corpus Christi College, Cambridge) - Sight, Sightlessness and the 

Cult of Edward the Confessor 

 

The aim of this paper is to suggest that medieval narratives pertaining to the life of 

Edward the Confessor make significant use of the theme of sight. I will show that from 

the first decades after the Norman Conquest of England, and continuing with the revival 

of St Edward’s cult under King Henry III, authors, artists, and readers tangibly engage 

with this symbolically charged trope in relation to Edward’s sanctity and, crucially, the 

malefactors of his court. I will look at the earliest visual and textual accounts of the 

Norman Conquest and Lives of the saint and how they evolve over time at the hands of 

different authors and patrons. Arriving at the mid-thirteenth century Life of Edward the 

Confessor (likely a Matthew Paris copy: MS Ee.III.59), I will pitch an instance of telling 

iconoclasm – the double caustic blinding of an illustration of Earl Godwin - against the 

action of the text and image: St Edward’s miracles of sight restoration and the blinding 

of Harold at the Battle of Hastings. I will thereby show that, from the genesis of the 

Bayeux tapestry, sight and sightlessness form an important and pervasive motive in the 

hagiography of this saint and the careful self-representation of its Norman authors. To 

close, I will build on the aforementioned evidence to explore the theological and 

rhetorical significance of sight and sightlessness in the context of the biblical and classical 

sources available to St Edward’s hagiographers, such as Aelred of Rievaulx and Matthew 

Paris.  

 

 



3. Dan Smith (dcds4@kent.ac.uk), University of Kent - The Man of Sorrows and 

the Domesman 

 

On the 13th of May 1373, Julian of Norwich lay on her putative deathbed, where she had 

languished for over a week from a ‘bodily sicknes’. Julian’s priest, summoned to conduct 

the Last Rites and to guide her spiritually through her final moments, set a crucifix 

before her in the hope that it might provide comfort. This gesture was a seminal moment 

in the Ordo Visitandi, its pervasiveness is vindicated by numerous primary sources – both 

textual and visual. The historiographical interpretation of this gesture has largely focused 

on its comforting and instructive nature, encouraging the dying individual to contemplate 

the perfect death of Christ and to imitate and be reassured by this. However, this paper 

will recommend that only a portion of this gesture’s significance has been hereto 

recognised fully. It will be proposed that this deathbed ritual had a dichotomous 

symbolism. The dying is undeniably expected to contemplate the Passion of Christ, but 

they would very likely – it will be argued – also contemplate their imminent Doom. In 

being shown the crucifix, the moribund is reassured by Christ’s sacrifice but 

simultaneously warned about his power to judge; the visage before the dying of the Man 

of Sorrows will be mirrored in the ‘Domesman’, the triumphant God in judgment, with 

whom the dying will be confronted, vis-à-vis, in the immediate future. It will be 

demonstrated in this paper that the imagery of Christ on the cross is utilised repeatedly in 

descriptions of his Parousia and it is no profound observation that visual depictions of 

Christ in judgment consistently show him displaying the very wounds that were earned 

through the Passion. In the mind of a medieval Christian (particularly a dying one), 

therefore, it will be shown that an isolated image of Christ crucified should not only 

provoke contemplation of the Passion, but also of the Doom.  

 

PANEL B 

Material Perspectives 

 1.Lydia Goodson (Sussex), ‘Tovallie Nuove Nostrale Listate’: Tracing the 

Materiality and the Despiction of Perugia Towels in Italy 

 

Tovaglie Perugine, or Perugia towels, are lengths of linen with distinctive bands of blue 

cotton patterning produced in Central Italy from the thirteenth to the sixteenth 

centuries.  Referred to in inventories as tovaglie Perugine, or tovaglie nostrale, they were 



closely associated with Perugia. Contemporary records suggest that these textiles were 

widely used in the households of Northern Italy, and they were frequently depicted in 

contemporary Italian painting. Perugia towels were collected and catalogued by the 

antiquarians of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and were regarded as a 

traditional domestic handicraft. However, little has been written about them in recent 

years. This paper will suggest that an analysis of the physical reality of these textiles 

affords a revised understanding of Perugia towels, and that they can more accurately be 

seen as a product of the proto-industrial textile industry of the medieval Italian 

peninsular. It will further propose that production was in response to the new demand 

for decorated objects for the home that is now understood as a defining characteristic of 

the Italian Renaissance. The numerous extant contemporary depictions, together with 

written records, also argue for a level of production far more substantial than the 

traditional interpretation has suggested. 

 

2.Sadie Harrison (UCL) – Collecting and Consuming Natural Knowledge in 

Seventeenth Century Embroidery 

 

A manuscript in UCL’s Special Collections, MS Ogden 24, recently gained academic 

attention when it was discovered to be a third, previously unknown miscellany by 

Thomas Trevelyon, an embroiderer of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century 

who also produced manuscripts of elaborate drawings. Trevelyon’s three books, of which 

MS Ogden 24 is the earliest, are collections of images, proverbs, myths, histories, and 

natural knowledge. Each of the three manuscripts contains a wealth of botanical and 

zoological illustration as well as astronomical and astrological information. A study of 

Trevelyon’s embroidery patterns suggests a visual connection between the images 

collected in the manuscripts and the textiles he created. MS Ogden 24 is a document of 

an early modern artisan’s visual interests and inspirations – a sort of visual commonplace 

book. This paper studies the natural knowledge represented in Trevelyon’s embroidery 

patterns and illustrations with an aim to learn the relationship between this artisan and 

natural philosophy. It will present an understanding of what Trevelyon knew of nature, 

through what channels that knowledge was available to him, and what he used that 

knowledge for. 

 



3.Elizabeth Stewart (UEA) – ‘The Royaltie of Sight’: Using 3d-GIS to recreate 

contemporary ‘prospects’ and ‘perspectives’ of English designed landscapes, c. 

1550-1660 

 

In 1624, Henry Wotton highlighted the importance of “the Properties of a well-chosen 

Prospect”, a concept of viewing landscapes, which Wotton dubbed “the Royaltie of 

Sight.”  Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century English designed landscapes were artificially 

organised to optimise the ‘prospect’ whilst reflecting the landowners’ individual 

perspectives.  However, little analysis has been attempted into determining the extent 

and characteristics of ‘prospect’ and ‘perspective’ at specific sites.  The destruction and 

modernisation of estate landscapes has hindered their analysis and reshaped perceptions 

of their appearance and development.  3D-GIS has the capabilities to change this.   

In this paper, I will explain my use of GIS as a tool for producing 3D 

representations of estate landscapes, constructed using CAD and supported by historical 

research, fieldwork and community engagement.  These virtual recreations will provide 

the geographical and historical context for GIS’s visibility analysis tool called ‘viewshed’.  

This will calculate landscape visibility from vantage points, predetermined by landowners 

within their estates.  The results will be analysed alongside contemporary literature, 

owned and encountered by landowners, to explore how landscape design has been 

influenced by landowners’ thoughts and ideas.  For instance, 3D-GIS will help examine 

what these landowners’ visual perceptions were and the extent of their individuality or 

conformity to contemporary fashions in landscape design and appreciation.  This 

approach will be used to inform my thesis, which will progress research into sixteenth- 

and seventeenth-century English designed landscapes whilst demonstrating the benefits 

of 3D-GIS as a virtual environment, analytical tool, and database, which can 

subsequently assist professional, pedagogical and outreach projects.  

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



PANEL	C	

Corruption,	Revolt	and	Crisis	in	Late	Medieval	England	

	
1. Phil Slavin (Kent) - Privateers and Profiteers: Piracy and Food Crisis in the 

British Waters in the early Fourteenth Century 

 

The paper looks at the place of piracy in British waters in the early fourteenth century 

and in particular in the 1310s. This was the decade of the Great Famine, arguably the 

single harshest subsistence crisis in western history. Although the crisis was initiated by a 

long-term weather anomaly, it was, in fact, brought about by purely human factors, 

including warfare and decline in transportation security. It is within this context that 

north-European pirates played an enormous role in intensifying the crisis further, by 

conducting frequent attacks on commercial cargo carrying food supplies by water. 

Although these activities were undoubtedly devastating to some regions, there were also 

profitable to other regions. The paper addresses the economic and political ambiguity of 

pirate attacks and reassesses the place of sea-piracy in pre-Black Death Europe. 

 

2. Jack Newman (Kent) - Corruption of Officials in Lincolnshire during the 

Fourteenth Century 

 

This paper seeks to investigate the rolls of oyer and terminer produced in the 1341 

investigation amongst royal tax officials in the county of Lincolnshire. These rolls have 

previously examined only briefly. Via an investigation of the rolls I will aim to 

demonstrate an appropriate definition of corruption in fourteenth century England. In 

addition, the paper will outline spatial dimensions of corruption within Lincolnshire and 

solidarity networks of corrupt officials. My primary focus will be on the corruption of 

royal officials in relation to their collection of wool duties, although other offences by 

local officials will be of interest. In addition this paper will explore literary sources, both 

nationally and locally, to investigate different attitudes towards corruption. It also aims to 

determine the spatial dimensions of corruption within the county and how far the 

solidarity networks of corrupt officials extended. Furthermore, the extent to which the 

royal legal mechanisms were interested in pursuing meaningful punishment of these 

corrupt officials shall be explored. 

 



3. Daniella Gonzalez (Kent) – The Uses of ‘Common Profit’: Gower and 

Langland’s London 

 

The works of William Langland and John Gower provide an insight into the political 

culture of late fourteenth century England. Under the guise of dream visions and the use 

of allegorical characters, Langland and Gower criticise the corruption and misgovernance 

of the political institutions of their era. In their texts, both these authors remind the king, 

and those in secular and clerical office, of their true duty and the virtue that is needed to 

maintain the profit of the realm. Scholarship on the medieval terms ‘common profit’ and 

‘profit of the king and kingdom’ has analysed these phrases in terms of the institutions 

that Langland and Gower criticised. Mark Ormrod has given particular focus to this 

within a parliamentary context, viewing it as a language that originated from the top of 

society. He exclusively uses documentary evidence and oversimplified the roles of literary 

texts. My paper, instead, will demonstrate the use of literature in exploring these political 

vocabularies. By examining both Piers Plowman and Vox Clamantis, I will analyse the 

evolution of political language and its impact on medieval political theory and culture. I 

will specifically look at the context and usage of terms linked to these concepts. 

Part of my paper will also focus on petitions from the late 1380s. Like Langland 

and Gower, they target the misdeeds of corrupt officials, yet they address the king and 

parliament directly. This will establish that a wider section of the community was in 

conversation with the debates on society and governance demonstrated in the politico-

literary narratives listed above. They are a particularly useful source for illustrating the 

authority of the commonalty and their influence in political life. They proclaim 

themselves as the ‘trewe commons’ who have a right to address these issues, which, I will 

argue, shows that they participated in the same discourse as Langland and Gower. 

 

SATURDAY 18TH JUNE: 10AM-11.15AM  

SESSION ONE 

PANEL A 

Ongoing Classics? Literary Canons between Late Antiquity and the Early Middle 

Ages 

How are literary canons formed? Ancient culture has traditionally been recognised as a 

competitive one, in which a fixed canon of great authors set the framework for a poetics 



ruled by imitation and emulation (imitatio/aemulatio). The emergence and eventual victory 

of Christianity involved criticism, especially in poetry, of the traditional pagan heritage. 

Christian literature presented itself as re-interpretation of classical culture infused with 

innovations in both form and content. Writers variously emphasise the importance of 

tradition (e.g. Lactantius) or renewal (e.g. Jerome). At the same time, classical authors 

remained central to education. Overall, the concept of Classics as a beacon of cultural 

orientation remained in demand. As a result, the idea of a canon as a group of works that 

define and substantiate any literary pursuit was as much accepted as the actual 

composition of a canon was contested. Our panel will analyse three areas in Late Antique 

and Early Medieval culture in which the traditional canon of 'Classics' was used, re-

interpreted and substituted by something new.  

 

1. Juliana Wekel (Kent) - Teste  Vergi l io :  -  The Importance of Virgil in Late 

Antique Grammar 

Grammarians in late antiquity famously served as “Guardians of Language” (Kaster 

1988), but they were concerned with a very particular kind of language: that of ancient 

authors, most importantly Vergil. The selection of authors to teach was crucial in order 

to demonstrate the grammarian’s thorough knowledge of classical literature and thus his 

authority regarding his subject matter. As a result, grammatical manuals served as a 

canonising means by selecting what centuries of pupils should read and how they should 

think about it. In this paper, I examine how the most influential late antique grammarian, 

the fourth-century Donatus, and his commentators employ Vergilian quotations. 

Donatus wrote with authoritative conciseness and thus required little back-up from 

Vergil. In contrast, Donatus’ commentators in the later fourth and fifth centuries quote 

Vergil more frequently as well as more critically in order to engage with Donatus, to 

leave their own stamp on the grammatical tradition (which is far from static) and 

ultimately to contribute to the classical canon.  

 

2. Nikolaus Klassen (Kent) - In Classical Spheres: Prudentius’ reformulation of 

Cicero’s Dream of  Scipio  

 

Cicero's Dream of Scipio strongly influenced ideas about the universe throughout Antiquity 

and the Middle Ages, not least through the commentary by Macrobius. Prudentius, a 

contemporary of Macrobius, adopts Cicero’s text in a famous passage in his hymn for 



the Roman martyr Agnes (Peristephanon 14). The passage – one of the most elaborately 

composed in Prudentius' work – demonstrates the lasting impression of Neo-Platonist 

cosmology on Christianity in the guise of science. However, Prudentius' hymn not only 

renders Cicero's text in beautiful poetry but also fundamentally re-interprets its political 

and ethical implications. The hymn highlights Cicero’s inconsistent demand that the 

eternal soul should strive for temporal glory in the service of a fleeting fatherland. In 

contrast, Peristephanon 14 points towards the efforts of asceticism as the path across the 

universe to the final destination of heaven. Prudentius’ interpretation is pivotal in 

detaching Cicero’s cosmology from its republican political philosophy and making it a 

foundation for the anthropology of the Christian Middle Ages. 

 

3. Lorenzo Livorsi  (Kent)- Fortunatus’ Classics: the Christian Canon of Vita 

Martini I, 1-49  

 

Venantius Fortunatus opens his most ambitious work, the hagiographical epic Vita 

Martini, with a list of illustrious Christian poets: among these, there are the main biblical 

epicists (Iuvencus, Sedulius, Arator and Avitus), the elegiac preacher Orientius and 

Prudentius as archegete of Christian lyrical poetry. The frequent professions of modesty 

by Fortunatus do not conceal his wish to become part of this canon. A comparative and 

intertextual analysis of this passage allows better to understanding the literary status of 

hagiographical epic as a genre in comparison to biblical paraphrase. Furthermore, a 

comparison with other testimonies of this canon (such as the late antique Versus de 

bibliotheca, Cassiodorus, early medieval grammars) will reveal how aesthetic values and 

attitudes towards classical learning changed from Late Antiquity and the Early Middle 

Ages and will provide an insight into the culture and mentality of an age of transition in 

Merovingian Gaul.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PANEL B 

(En)gendered Texts and Literary Practice 

	
1.Lenka Panuskova (Prague) - Pasional of the Abbes Cunigonde: A Study in 

Female Peity in Medieval Bohemia 

 

In my paper, I focus on the Benedictine nunnery of St George in the Prague Castle 

which was founded by the representants of the ruling Přemyslid dynasty. Thanks to 

generous financial support the convent soon developed into a spiritual as well as cultural 

centre of the Bohemian kingdom. Its importance culminated in the early 14th century as 

Přemyslid princess Cunigonde had been assigned to the abbatial throne. She 

fundamentally affected devotional practices within the monastery and provided it with 

precious works of art. The most significant is the lavishly illustrated Pasional-manuscript 

uniquely designed by a Dominican friar Kolda of Koldice. It comprises two theological 

tracts, the first of which is illuminated. These images visualise the topics, discussed in the 

text. The conherence of the visual as well as textual narrative is intensified by highlighted 

words indicating the relevant text sections. Focusing on the causality of text and image I 

intend to present a hypothesis about the function of the Pasional-manuscript within the 

cura monialium. It is the aim of my paper to examine the role of Kolda and of the canons 

settled at the St George convent in the spiritual life of the nuns. In my opinion, the 

concept of the manuscript is following the devotional practice in the convent, which 

present an appropriate stage for liturgical dramas dealing with Christ’s passion and 

Ressurection. Proposing this hypothesis I reach the terra incognita in Czech medieval 

studies.  

 

2.Rebecca Pope (Kent) - ‘Hit waried, hit wayment as a woman’: Missing 

Manuscripts and the Ghosts of the Women Who Read Them 

 

This paper will focus on the female audience of The Awntyrs off Arthure, heretofore 

neglected by critics of the poem. In the poem’s first episode, Queen Guinevere’s 

suffering dead mother appears to her and advises she carry out acts of mercy and charity 

for the sake of her soul. This episode, comprising half the poem, is unusual for the 

complexity of its female characters and suggestive of an intended female readership. In 

spite of this, very little material evidence for a female audience survives. This is not, 



however, to say that it did not exist: the poem itself survives poorly, with the manuscript 

record not reflecting the text’s wide circulation. Two of the manuscripts, Lincoln 

Cathedral Library MS 91 and Princeton Taylor MS 9, were owned by gentry families. 

Within this domestic setting, women would have formed part of the audience, though 

they leave no discernable marks on the manuscript.  

The other remaining manuscripts, Lambeth Palace Library MS 491 and Oxford 

Bodleian Douce MS 324, point to a textual community formed of wealthy London 

merchants who owned property in Barking, Essex. There is also evidence to suggest a 

literary community at the Abbey of Barking, one of the most prominent female religious 

houses of the period, with a sizable library. Many of the nuns were the daughters of 

wealthy London merchants and local gentry, they had privileges to hunt, put on 

performances, and were engaged in their local community. This paper will suggest that 

they may have formed an alternative audience for Awntyrs, engaged in a wider textual 

community located in Barking. It will be largely a speculative paper, engaging with the 

problems of identifying an audience for whom the evidence is scarce, but about whom 

interesting things can still nevertheless be said.  

 

3. Nicole Mennell (Sussex) - ‘A Game of State’: Reading Falconry in Early 

Modern Drama 

When examining allusions to falconry in early modern drama, scholars usually refer to 

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew, due to the similarities between Petruchio’s 

taming of Katherine and the methods of training a hawk. The studies commonly 

conclude that the hawking imagery is used to portray Elizabethan attitudes toward 

marriage, drawing on the language of love and courtship found in falconry manuals. 

However, such gendered interpretations largely overlook that the manuals also 

appropriate the language of governance, instructing keepers how to rule over and 

command the obedience of their birds. In line with this reading, the falconry trope is 

appropriated by a number of early modern playwrights, including Christopher Marlowe, 

John Fletcher and Ben Jonson, to draw rich literary parallels between the height at which 

a falcon can pitch and overreaching ambition, to question the methods of securing 

loyalty, and to represent the fatal consequences of ‘unreclaimed’ and predatory tyrants.  

Taking an interdisciplinary approach to the falconry allusions found in early 

modern drama, this paper will argue that the human-avian relationship can be applied to 

the compact which existed between sovereign and subject in the early modern period, in 



which the former was seen to maintain the upper hand as long as the latter remained 

obedient. Moreover, it will interrogate what it means to tame and treat humans as you 

would non-humans and what this reveals about views of domestication in early modern 

England. While playwrights may criticise the methods used to ‘reclaim’ raptors in order 

to subvert patriarchal systems, including that of both the familial household and the 

state, can their criticisms be justifiably extended to the taming of hawks and falcons?  

 

PANEL C 

In Whose Hands? Political Agency and the Transference of Power 

 

1.Rebecca Warren (Kent) – “Worthy of our High Calling”: Ecclesiastical 

Patronage in the Church of Oliver Cromwell 

 

When Oliver Cromwell became Lord Protector of England in late 1653, one of the most 

urgent problems he had to address was the parlous state of the national church. During 

the 1640s, the traditional episcopalian Church of England was abolished: all of its higher 

offices, including that of bishop, were removed, as was its Book of Common Prayer. 

Furthermore, during the civil war years, roughly a quarter of its parish ministers were 

forced out of their livings, leaving many parishes destabilised; indeed some were still 

without a settled minister many years later. The abolition of the episcopalian Church also 

brought about the greatest transfer of ecclesiastical patronage since the Dissolution of 

the Monasteries in the 1530s. In less than a decade, the wholesale removal of patronage 

rights from the crown, the bishops, the deans and chapters and, of course, many 

royalists, swept away years of experience in ecclesiastical administration. By 1654, much 

of this patronage was in the personal control of the Protector himself or in the hands of 

key committees in his regime. This paper considers aspects of this extraordinary transfer 

of ecclesiastical patronage during the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell, drawing on a 

wider research project on the nature and operation of the Cromwellian church and a 

complete analysis of its clerical appointments.  

 

 

 



2.Harriet Kersey (Canterbury Christ Church) – The Seven Daughters of Sybil and 

William de Ferrers: Female Inheritance and its Impace in Thirteenth-Century 

England 

 

The early to mid-twelfth saw a change in English law which allowed women, for the first 

time, to inherit jointly as co-heiresses in the absence of male heirs. English Baronies, the 

pioneering study by I. J. Sanders, illustrates that female inheritance was, therefore, a 

common occurrence within thirteenth century England. The works of RaGena de 

Aragon and Scott Waugh have shown that female inheritance could, and often did, have 

a significant impact on English landholding society and politics. Inheritance by women 

could lead to a major redistribution of wealth and power and this was certainly the case 

with the partition of the vast estates of William Marshal, earl of Pembroke. The death of 

all five of the Marshal sons without heirs resulted in their father’s lands being divided 

between his five daughters and their coheirs. Given the premature deaths of several of 

the Marshal daughters too, there were thirteen different co-heirs to the Marshal estates in 

total; seven of whom were the daughters of Sybil and William de Ferrers, fifth earl of 

Derby. This paper is a discussion of the impact of female inheritance on English politics 

and landholding society in the thirteenth century, using the seven Ferrers daughters as a 

case study. It also aims to discuss the extent to which women were able to act as political 

agents as a result of their inheritance. 

 

3.Philippa Mesiano (Kent)– Pope Alexander IV, King Henry III and the imperial 

succession: Master Rostand’s Role in the Sicilian Business 

 

In 1250, after the death of Frederick II, Holy Roman Emperor and King of Sicily, Pope 

Innocent IV was keen to find a new vassal to claim the kingdom of Sicily, and end the 

Houfenstaufen rule over this land, which was threatening the security of the bordering 

papal lands. Ultimately in December 1253, Innocent IV offered the kingdom of Sicily to 

Henry III on behalf of his son Edmund, which Henry gladly accepted in February 1254. 

However, this affair was still open at the time of Alexander IV’s pontificate (1254-1261) 

when Frederick II’s illegitimate son, Manfred Lancia, Prince of Taranto, began to assert 

himself as the next king of Sicily, openly challenging Henry III’s plans. Hence, the 

Sicilian business became a central theme of Anglo-papal relations. In order to gain a 

more comprehensive understanding of the diplomatic course of this affair, this paper will 



assess the role of Master Rostand, who was a leading papal nuncio and collector for the 

Sicilian business in England. The existing historiography, concerning Rostand's 

diplomatic mission to England has in fact been mainly influenced by Matthew Paris’s 

negative appraisal. Through an in-depth study of edited and un-edited English 

government and papal records, I intend to investigate how the Anglo-papal diplomatic 

discourse informed Henry III’s ambitions over the Sicilian throne and secured the 

involvement of the English Crown as a front-runner within the European milieu.  

 

SATURDAY 18TH JUNE: 11.15AM-12.10AM 

SESSION TWO 

PANEL	A	

Reading	Early	Modern	Legislation	

1. Steve Crawford (Kent) – Contemporary Research in Historical Contexts: 

trying to understand perceptions of legitimacy in the English seventeenth 

century. 

The seventeenth century in England saw a series of interlinked events of civil unrest and 

civil war, culminating in the Glorious Revolution. As a legal scholar I am interested in the 

legal and political contests of this time, specifically why the 1688 Bill of Rights can be 

seen to have provided a satisfactory constitutional settlement to this tumultuous century. 

What role can developments in Protestant theology be seen to play in this process, and 

can this be viewed as a social contest between differing perceptions of legitimacy? If this 

is indeed a possible interpretation of the situation, then how can it be understood and 

analysed? What can contemporary research in the field of Legitimacy Theory tell us 

about power, authority and regime structures, and their relationship with those under 

their control? How and why is legitimacy perceived to exist; how and why can challenges 

to existing regimes legitimacy be developed?  

Can contemporary research conducted in current legal, political and socio-economic 

conditions be utilised to analyse historical contexts. Traditionally legal scholars can face 

criticism for using the past to analyse contemporary contexts, what happens when 

contemporary contexts are used to analyse historical situations? In this paper I will 

explain my current work in progress towards constructing a theoretical framework for 



analysing contested claims to legitimacy in the English seventeenth century, and how I 

view the 1688 Bill of Rights as representing a successful constitutional settlement.  

 

2. Stephen Basdeo (Leeds Trinity) – ‘Curteyse out-laws’ versus Sinister Rogues: 

A New Context for Robin Hood and Other Outlaw Tales 

 

Crime historians often pay little regard to medieval outlaw literature, but my paper aims 

to use the history of crime in the early modern period to add a new context to their 

study. The ballad A Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode was first printed in the early sixteenth 

century. Around the same time also we see other outlaw ballads printed such as Adam 

Bell, Clim of the Clough, and William of Cloudesly (c.1530). My paper explores one reason why 

the figure of the outlaw hero became popular in print during the sixteenth century. 

Could it be that the idealisation of the outlaw occurred during the sixteenth century 

because another, more sinister criminal figure was also emerging in print: the ‘rogue’? 

Whilst outlaws such as Robin Hood were ‘curteyse’ and ‘dyde pore men moch god’, the 

figure of the rogue was more menacing. Unlike the relatively good greenwood outlaw 

who lived apart from mainstream society, however, rogues were part of it, describing 

somebody who would rob, cheat, and swindle people indiscriminately, all the while 

effecting the disguise of a law-abiding citizen. Thus there was a need for people to believe 

in a good outlaw, because real-life offenders were ultimately more menacing. Hence the 

proposed paper explores the dichotomy between outlaws and rogues in print, in the 

process highlighting how changes in the nature of crime in the early modern period 

might have affected medieval outlaw myths. 

 

PANEL B 

(Re)forming Narrative 

1. Elena Gessi (UEA)- The Narrative of the Augustinian Memory in The 

Purgatorio 

 

In this paper, I will explore the journey of the Pilgrim in the Purgatory of Dante 

Alighieri’s Divine Comedy. I will demonstrate that it is a retrograde journey of purification, 

to the Garden of Eden. The new emphasis in this reading will be how the path through 

the Purgatorio is not only a liberation from sins but an emancipation from temporality, 

realized by revisiting  a new Creation instead of the fulfilment of the Last Judgement. In 



addition, I will show the Augustinian influence in this process. In Books X and XI of De 

Confessiones, Saint Augustine explores the material world, Creation, looking for God, and 

these moments in his quest leads him into the amazing world of memory: the only place 

where human beings can contemplate the idea of happiness and God, remembering their 

ancestral experience in Eden. Moreover, Augustine describes memory as a place that can 

call events from the future and send them into the past. For instance, when lines are 

recited from a poem, they are recalled from memory. In pronouncing the lines they end 

up in the past. According to Augustine, memory is a place where human beings can find 

what they know about happiness and God, through having expectations of the future. I 

will show how Dante translates the Augustinian exploration of memory into a narrative 

of a journey that moves backwards in time to fulfil the desire of divine contemplation.  

 

2.Diviya Pant (TEEME Kent/Freie Universitaet, Berlin) – Ezpositors of English: 

Prefatory Self-Fashioning in Early English Dictionaries 

 

This paper attends to the prefaces of the earliest monolingual dictionaries produced for 

English in the first quarter of the 17th century to examine the rhetoric and remit of 

language reform in early modern England. I wish to highlight the paradigms within 

which a cosmopolitan national character linked to a prestige dialect is increasingly fixed 

and prescribed. Even as they seek to expand the corpus of the vernacular, the works 

increasingly cater to practical function in a ‘new’ world of trade, travel and transcultural 

traffic. The lexicographer emerges as a language- entrepreneur, as well as an expositor 

and keeper of linguistic heritage. The prefaces, I suggest then, are occasions for 

exhibiting, effacing, and staging negotiations between various kinds of identities -- of the 

reformers and readers, of the words and their worlds. More broadly, I contextualise my 

reading in the general trends of linguistic reform within England, and the participation of 

English in European language networks, to observe the way English is mounted as an 

increasingly prime participant in a pan-European fellowship of cosmopolitan languages. 

As such, these dictionaries are gestures of world-making, their rhetoric reflecting 

England’s own self-perception in a world of increasing international contact, with 

intimations of an imperial role. These case studies hope to add nuance to the invention 

narratives of modern standard English, and to observe how anxieties of language 

standardisation inflect national and imperial self-fashioning in early modern England. 

 



PANEL C 

Performing the Past 

1. Shelia Sweetinburgh (Kent) – Looking to the Past: the St Thomas Pageant in 

Early Tudor Canterbury 

 

The Jubilee year of 1470 was probably not the success the mayor and aldermen had 

hoped for, not least because the city was caught up in the political turmoil of the period. 

Perhaps as a consequence, before the next Jubilee the authorities at Canterbury sought to 

revive (introduce?) the annual civic procession of the marching watch and St Thomas 

Pageant on the eve of the summer feast day of their martyred archbishop. The 

Translation of St Thomas’ bones had occurred on 7 July 1220 and for those living in 

early Tudor Canterbury there may have been an expectation that ‘their’ saint could again 

aid the city’s spiritual wellbeing, as well as revive its ailing economy. By funding and 

controlling the pageant, the senior city officers were providing a public demonstration of 

Canterbury’s spiritual and moral worth that did, moreover, show the value the civic 

authorities placed on their relationship with the cathedral clergy as guardians of the relics 

and the cult. Such a relationship was not always amicable, but by looking to the past as a 

way of trying to safeguard the present and the future, the mayor and aldermen through 

the St Thomas Pageant were seeking to negotiate with various constituencies, living and 

dead, that included their saintly protector, the prior, the king, the local citizenry and 

those who visited the shrine at the summer festival. 

 

 

2. Sara Boldarin (Kent) – Splendour in Venice: Contradictory Representations of 

History in Early Modern Festivals 

In this paper, I will discuss the official festival book describing the entry of Henry III 

into Venice in 1574. The analysis of this short description of the spectacles organised by 

the Serenissima in honour of the visiting French potentate allows me to illustrate the main 

thrust of my PhD project within which this paper is situated. I argue that the 

representation of historical events during the celebrations demonstrates a contradictory 

potential. More specifically, I will look at the references to the St Bartholomew’s Day 

Massacre, and at the potentially mixed reaction of the audience to the representation of 

this particular event. As crucial political move intended to cement Catholic supremacy 

and the King’s power in Europe, the massacre could neither be overlooked, nor could 



any potential criticism be openly articulated as, during the Counterreformation, such 

actions were considered praiseworthy. However, since the Venetian response to the 

Reformation was generally favourable, I argue that the ensuing ambivalence about the 

event affects its representation. My examination of the entry of Henry III contextualises 

the specific event together with Venice as a particular space for festivals, and with the 

representation of its own history and myth in relation to the common Early Modern 

practice of responding with spectacles to the needs of a specific moment. Though at an 

early stage of decline by the end of the sixteenth century, Venice continued to display its 

splendour, thus contributing to another historical contradiction against which Early 

Modern festival culture needs to be analysed. 

 

The MEMS festival organisers would like to thank all speakers, 

workshop leaders and participants in the 2016 festival.  

 


